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Corbeau Mounting Brackets
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Corbeau USA LLC provides the following mounting bracket installation information as a general set of instructions to 
help you properly install your Corbeau Seats and Brackets. These instructions are not all-inclusive and may not cover 
every aspect of installation as some applications may require extra parts or interior modifications. Please contact Corbeau 
USA LLC or your local authorized dealer if you have installation questions.

Installation:

1.    Remove your stock seats and brackets/sliders from your vehicle Note: Save original nuts and bolts as these will be 
      used later in the installation process.
2.    Remove bolts from the bottom of your Corbeau seat.
3.    Slide the slider tracks on your Corbeau brackets completely forward.
4.    Line up the front two bolt holes on the bottom of your Corbeau seat with the front two holes in your sliders. Thread 
      the bolts through the sliders and into the bottom of your Corbeau seat. Note: Do not tighten all the way.
5.    Slide the slider tracks on your Corbeau brackets all the way back.
6.    Line up the rear two bolt holes on the bottom of your Corbeau seat with the rear two holes in your sliders. Thread the 
      bolts through the sliders and into the bottom of your Corbeau seat.
7.    Tighten all bolts.
8.    Line your Corbeau Seat and Bracket up with the original holes in your floor pan. Secure the Corbeau Seat and Bracket 
      to the vehicle by using the stock hardware. Note: some applications may require drilling and/or fabrication.

When securing your seat and bracket to the floor do not tighten the bolts until all four bolts are in place.

Mounting Bracket Disclaimer
Corbeau stationary side mount brackets are recommended for track use, not bottom mount bracket/sliders. No warranty or
representation is made as to this product’s ability to protect the user from injury or death. The user assumes that risk. The
effectiveness, warranty and longevity of this product are directly related to the manner in which it is installed used and/or

Maintained.


